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Firedrake

The Firedrake is a large and lethal gunship which 
carries the exotic Spatial Disruption Cannon as its 
primary armament, providing powerful air-ground 
fire support. This eldritch weapon becomes 
increasingly dangerous as the Firedrake closes 
distance with its victims. 

The Spatial Disruption Cannon projects an region 
of unstable dimensionality ahead of the muzzle, 
inducing a range of unpredictable (but invariably 
deadly!) contortion and warping effects on 
anything caught in the maelstrom. Its effects are 
utterly unique, frequently horrific and occasionally 
darkly comic to observe. Bizarrely twisted vehicle 
hulls, stretched objects and shredded corpses 
are always to be found in the Firedrake’s wake. 

Indeed, the effect of such a weapon on organic matter is best left up to the imagination! With a finite power output 
in relation to range, the closer the Firedrake is to its target, the wider the area of effect can be. The Firedrake 
also carries a tail mounted twin, long-barrelled Microwave (Dragon) Cannon for additional anti-infantry firepower. 
Hastily issued UCM command directives have been distributed to frontline units advising the early destruction of 
these aerial terrors.

The Firedrake also features an auxiliary Gate system, equivalent to the Eden Medium Gate in power output. This 
allows the Firedrake to bring in its own ground support when needed and makes it a true multi-role unit. However, 
since this system is auxiliary and has massive power requirements, it is impossible for the Firedrake to fire its 
weapons while the Gate system is in use.

* Special rule - Auxiliary Gate: The Firedrake incorporates its own integrated teleport Gate system. Each 
turn, the Firedrake may be activated as a Gate alongside any Battlegroup (not necessarily its own). If it does so, 
then it functions exactly like other Gates and may not shoot that turn. You may chose not to activate the Firedrake 
when its own Battlegroup is activated in order to utilise this ability with another Battlegroup later in the turn. Since 
it’s an auxiliary system, the Firedrake ignores the ‘Charged Atmosphere and Prudent Pilots’ rule.

NOTE: This unit uses the Through Cover weapon type. Please refer to the ‘Experimental Rules: 
New Mechanics’ document for rules.

WEAPONS E Sh Ac R(f) R(c) MF Arc Special

Disruption Cannon (far) 10 1 3+ 48” 48” 10” F Alt-1, Blast-S

Disruption Cannon (Normal) 10 1 3+ 24” 24” 10” F Alt-1, Blast-M

Disruption Cannon (Short) 10 1 3+ 12” 12” 10” F Alt-1, Blast-L

Dragon Canon 4 12 3+ 18” 18” 10” F/S/R Alt-2, Through Cover

Concentrated Beam 9 1 3+ 9” 9” 10” F/S/R Alt-2
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Firedrake
A Mv CM DP Pts Type Category S+C Special

5 20” A, P5+ 5 130 Aircraft Support 1 Standard Gate-3*
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